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Melvin Flowers: My team’s work in Legal has made a difference in that it has caused the business to view us as trusted advisors and less so being legal technicians, right, or legal support. I think in that respect we have a seat at the table. We are helping to drive strategic decisions.

Clare Ranson: The piece that brought me in, the variety of legal work that comes to the team.

Jonathan Weber: The thing that gets me out of bed in the morning and makes me excited to come to work is truly not knowing what the day has in store for me. From the second I open my computer, the only thing that I know is that there is going to be a varying degree of issues all complex, all interesting and all truly fun.

Janelle Yu: What I love most about working at Accenture is everyone I have met in Legal is very generous with their time, willing to share about their experiences and insights.

Shahnaz Rasul Ahmed: What I love most about working at Accenture is the energy and the passion of our employees. The teamwork which makes working at Accenture special.

Jonathan Weber: What I would tell someone who is looking to start a career in Legal is to be extremely open minded. To go in and understand that the things we do at Accenture are truly transformative and cutting edge.

Janelle Yu: You don't necessarily have to have a law degree. I have a degree in finance. I work in Contract Management, it is part of Legal.

Clare Ranson: It is a given that you've come here because you're smart. To be successful, it's about understanding our business so to learn, learn, learn.

Shahnaz Rasul Ahmed: Never get complacent. Take new challenges and keep working hard.

Janelle Yu: What I love most about working in a global business are global collaboration and the global mobility. I work in a truly integrated global team working with colleagues in the US and Argentina. We work together every single day to support a project teams that span in three countries delivering value to our clients.

Melvin Flowers: What excites me most is the fact that you are always learning. You're meeting people from different countries and different cultures everyday so it humbles you how much you don't know but excites you because you get a chance to learn more.

Clare Ranson: Multiple people, multiple geographies, all working together to make Accenture great.